An apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse is disclosed, which has a X-Y axis plane displacement detector, a switching circuit and a mouse micro controller. The X-Y axis plane displacement detector senses a distance and a moving direction generated by the mouse. The switching circuit has at least one switch. The mouse micro controller is coupled to the X-Y axis plane displacement detector and the switching circuit. The mouse micro controller sets the mouse resolution based on each switch, and responds to the distance and moving direction sensed by the X-Y axis plane displacement detector to provide a control signal to a computer connected to the mouse, thereby moving the mouse cursor on the screen of the computer, wherein the mouse cursor is moved based on the mouse resolution.
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APPROXIMUS FOR SETTING MULTI-STAGE DISPLACEMENT RESOLUTION OF A MOUSE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse and, more particularly, to the apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of the mouse using a switch to set the mouse resolution.

2. Description of Related Art

Following the popularity of windows operation system, mice have become the standard-equipment for personal computers. Before a user uses a mouse, he/she has to install a software driver or tool provided by the manufacturer for operating the mouse or setting the operating mode and resolution of the mouse. For example, when the user wants to adjust the mouse resolution, he/she has to execute the software driver/tool and finds out the item to adjust the mouse resolution, so as to click or key in a new resolution for completing resolution adjustment.

Users may find that it is inconvenient to adjust the mouse resolution. For example, users may not understand the software knowledge so that they can't install the driver/tool successfully. Even the users may install the driver/tool successfully, they are not aware of how to find out the item which can adjust the mouse resolution to complete the resolution adjustment. Furthermore, the users may loss the floppy/CD-R that has the software driver/tool and thus the adjustment of the mouse resolution cannot be done. Therefore, a need exists for providing an apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse so as to set the mouse resolution directly through a switch of the mouse.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse so as to adjust the mouse resolution without using software driver or tool.

In accordance with one aspect of this invention, there is provided an apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse, which comprises: a X-Y axis plane displacement detector, for sensing a distance and a moving direction generated by the mouse in a two-dimensional space; a switching circuit, having at least one switch; and a mouse micro controller, coupled to the X-Y axis plane displacement detector and the switching circuit, the mouse micro controller setting the mouse resolution based on each switch, the mouse micro controller responding to the distance and moving direction sensed by the X-Y axis plane displacement detector to provide a control signal to a computer connected to the mouse, thereby moving the mouse cursor on a screen of the computer, the mouse cursor being moved based on the mouse resolution.

Other objects, advantages, and novel features of the invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram according to the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram according to the switching circuit of the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is an appearance of the mouse of the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram according to the switching circuit of another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is an appearance of the mouse of another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of the apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse, which includes a button set 1, a scrolling wheel 5, a X-Y axis plane displacement detector 2, a switching circuit 3 and a mouse micro controller 4. The button set 1 is used for clicking the icon selected by the mouse cursor. The button set 1 further includes a left button and a right button. The scrolling wheel 5 is used for scrolling windows content up or down. Therefore, a user can make the mouse micro controller 4 generate an appropriate controlling signal to a computer to which the mouse is connected by operating the button set 1 and the scrolling wheel 5, thereby clicking icons or scrolling windows content. The X-Y axis plane displacement detector 2 is used for sensing a distance and a moving direction generated by the mouse in a two-dimensional space to make the mouse micro controller 4 generate the appropriate controlling signal to the computer for moving the mouse cursor on the screen of the computer. The mouse micro controller 4 sets a resolution value so that the mouse cursor movement is performed based on the resolution value, wherein the resolution value is preferably stored in a register 41 inside the mouse micro controller 4.

The switching circuit 3 is coupled to the mouse micro controller 4 to set the resolution value. FIG. 2 shows a circuit diagram of the switching circuit 3, which includes a plurality of switches 20. Each switch 20 is coupled to a resolution setting pin DPI_SET [1]-DPI_SET [N], respectively. The state of the resolution setting pin coupled to the switch 20 is 1 (e.g. high level state) when the switch 20 is on. On the contrary, the state of the resolution setting pin is 0 (e.g. low level state) as the switch 20 is off. Therefore, the mouse micro controller 4 can determine the resolution value based on the states of the resolution setting pins DPI_SET [1]-DPI_SET [N].
In this preferred embodiment of the present invention, the number of available resolution values depends on the number of the switches. That is, when the switching circuit has $N$ switches, the number of available resolution values is $2^N$. Table 1 shows that four available resolution values are determined by using two switches 20.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution Value</th>
<th>Switch 1</th>
<th>Switch 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400 dpi</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 dpi</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 dpi</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 dpi</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The switching circuit 3 is configured on an appropriate position of the mouse so that the user can adjust the setting of the switching circuit 3. FIG. 3 shows that the switching circuit 3 is configured on an edge of the mouse cover, wherein the switch 20 is a DIP (Dual In-line Package) switch so that the user can set the switch 20 to turn on or turn off conveniently.

FIG. 4 shows an alternative embodiment of the switching circuit 3. In this embodiment, the switching circuit 3 is $N$-stage switch 31. The switching button 311 of the switching circuit 3 can be switched to position $[i]$ ($i=1-N$), thereby making the resolution setting pin DPI_SET $[i]$ of the mouse micro controller 4 to be 1 and making the other resolution setting pins to be 0. Therefore, the mouse micro controller 4 can determine the resolution value based on the states of the resolution setting pins DPI_SET $[1]$-$DPI_SET [N]$. Accordingly, the number of the available resolutions is $N$. FIG. 5 shows that the $N$-stage switch is configured on an edge on the mouse cover so that the user can set the resolution as required conveniently.

The mouse can be connected to the computer via an USB interface. When the computer is powered on or the mouse is connected to the computer, the mouse micro controller 4 determines the resolution value based on the states of the switching circuit 3. Accordingly, the mouse is processing based on the resolution value. Furthermore, when the state of the switching circuit 3 is changed, the mouse micro controller 4 reads the state of the switching circuit 3 again to determine the new resolution value and subsequently the mouse is operating based on the new resolution value.

In view of the foregoing, it is known that the present invention utilizes the switching circuit to set the resolution value of the mouse micro controller so that the user can directly set the resolution value via the switching circuit without using software driver or tool.

Although the present invention has been explained in relation to its preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that many other possible modifications and variations can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as hereinafter claimed.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse, comprising:
   a X-Y axis plane displacement detector, for sensing a distance and a moving direction generated by the mouse in a two-dimensional space;

2. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a button set for clicking an icon selected by the mouse cursor.

3. The apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein the button set has a left button and a right button.

4. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the switching circuit 3 is configured on a lateral surface of the mouse.

5. The apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein the switching circuit is a DIP switch.

6. An apparatus for setting multi-stage displacement resolution of a mouse, comprising:
   a X-Y axis plane displacement detector, for sensing a distance and a moving direction generated by the mouse in a two-dimensional space;

7. The apparatus as claimed in claim 6, further comprising a button set for clicking an icon selected by the mouse cursor.

8. The apparatus as claimed in claim 7, wherein the button set has a left button and a right button.

9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein the $N$-stage switch is configured on a lateral surface of the mouse.
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